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Agenda

9.00 Introduction
9.15 Motivation & Knowledge Maturing
10.00 Motivation and TEL: General considerations
10.40 Collaborative learning
11.20 Break
11.40 Web 2.0 and social networking
12.20 Motivation & Student Learning
13.00 Lunch
14.00 Group discussions
15.30 Reporting from groups
16.30 Towards a common landscape
17.15 Next steps
17.30 Feedback
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Motivation is key for knowledge work

“Knowledge workers are those people who 
have taken responsibility for their work lives. 
They continually strive to understand the 
world around them and modify their work 
practices and behaviors to better meet their 
personal and organizational objectives. No 
one tells them what to do. They do not take 
No for an answer. They are self motivated.” 

David Gurteen
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Emotions and affective aspects, too.

Anxiety

Stress

Joy

Frustration
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But so far, the perspective has been limited

e.g., incentive systems
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And what about emotions…

… they should not 
be part of
professional
life, 
… should they?
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Research has been fragmented.

Knowledge Management CSCW

HCI
Psychology

HR Development

Sensor engineering
Economics

Each with different ideas of
man, research methodologies, …
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But there are promising approaches …
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Management & HR: Dan Pink - Drive

 Motivation 1.0
• largely based on our biological drive
• We eat to sate our hunger, we drink to slake our thirst. 

 Motivation 2.0
• rewards & punishments, carrots & sticks

 Motivation 2.1
• flexible schedules, a little bit more autonomy, socially 

responsible businesses

 Motivation 3.0
• Autonomy - desire to be self-directed
• Mastery – desire to get better
• Purpose – a reason for existing
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Enterprise 2.0

 Collaboration behavior and effects of social
dynamics

 Identifying different personality types

 Web 2.0 and basic needs, e.g., Deci & Ryan:
• experiencing autonomy
• experiencing competence
• experiencing social relatedness
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Leveraging bio-sensors

 Capture activity-level and stress level

 Reflect on emotional reactions

 Learn about decision behavior
• physio-economics
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..and a lot more

We want to bring them together!



Motivation in knowledge maturing processes

Research on Motivation in the MATURE IP

http://mature-ip.eu
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Knowledge maturing … 
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Motivation is key

 MATURE wants to leverage bottom-up activities and
guide them towards a shared goals
• knowledge maturing is goal-oriented learning on a collective

level

 Barriers hindering knowledge maturing
• Lack of creativity
• No sharing of information & knowledge
• Lack of dissemination towards the wider organisation
• Lack of willingness to adopt changes to the work environment
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Why is motivation so difficult to address?

 There are plenty of models for human motivation in 
different fields

 They help to describe a given situation, but they are
of little use for deciding what to do 
in a (socio-technical) learning support systems.
• Frequently only focussed on the individual (psychology)
• Or too narrow in their understanding of human needs

 Problem: motivation is a generic phenomenon, but can
only be addressed in a context-specific way.



 Learn about the
context
 empirical studies
 analysis framework

 Develop context-
specific solutions
 participatory

development
approach
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Empirical studies

 Ethnographically informed studies in the first year
• five companies, mostly with established relationships
• two weeks of immersion into daily practice
• focused on pre-defined aspects

 Large-scale interview-based study with (mostly) 
European companies (136) in the second year
• Combined quantitative and qualititative approach

 Narratives turned out to be particularly useful: 
story-telling approach
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Analysis framework
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Interview study: Motivational barriers
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Interview study: additional barriers

 35 codes/categories of barriers out of 473 additional 
comments

 organisational culture (20%)
• Lack of individual autonomy
• Lack of formalization and guidance (opposite of ind. autonomy)
• Lack of collaboration
• Personal interdependencies (e.g. lack of skills of employees)

 Lack of resources (16%)
 Personal interdependency (11%)
 Organisational structure (5%)



How can we make
technology more aware
of motivational aspects?
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Development methodology
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Methodology for incorporating motivation 
into the design of learning support

1. Immersion of technical developers in the workplace 
reality
• as part of ethnographically informed studies 
• guided by the model as presented 
• for creating a rich  understanding of the context

2. Derivation of personas
• a precise description of a user’s characteristics
• what he/she wants to accomplish with an explicit 

consideration of the three aspects of the model 

MATURE - Continuous Social Learning in Knowledge Networks
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Example persona (extract)

”Silke has high personal standards and aims at 
continuously learning to improve her work practice. To 
that end, she regularly reflects about how tasks were 
carried out and what could have been done better or 
worse. ... Her sense of perfection also applies to her 
everyday task management. She plans her tasks and 
appointment each day meticulously, and prepares each 
meeting with elaborate notes. … Clear structures 
within the applications are crucial as she lacks deep 
knowledge about computers.”
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Methodology (2)

3. Development of use case descriptions for those 
personas 
• direct interaction of developers and users (or their 

representatives)
• with an explicit section on interventions targeted to 

motivational aspects or context conditions

4. Deriving functional and non-functional requirements
from those descriptions

5. Formative evaluation of early prototypes 
• with end users
• if possible: different motivational measures are compared to 

each other in order select the most effective one.

MATURE - Continuous Social Learning in Knowledge Networks
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Concrete measures

 Design for immediate individual (or small group) 
benefits

 Do not design for the average user, take into account
different personalities and their motivation

 Incorporate differentiated feedback
• „thank you“ messages, recommend next steps
• social ranking
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Conclusions
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Conclusions – what we‘ve learnt so far

 Addressing motivational aspects is challenging
• multiple factors, individual differences
• challenges of interdisciplinary work

 Understanding real-world contextes and target persons
is most important
• Either through immersion in workplace reality
• Or captured in narratives 

 Individual motivation deeply interlinked with team and
organizational culture
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Outlook & Contact

MATURE IP – http://mature-ip.eu
Identifying and overcoming barriers to knowledge
maturing in organizations

http://mature-ip.eu/files/2009-11_Motivation.pdf
http://mature-ip.eu/results/representative-study
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